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BATHTUB
DIMENSIONS: W 183 cm ; 72.05 in | D 100 cm ; 39.37 in | H 75 cm ; 29.53 in’
MATERIALS: Fiber glass | Gold plated brass | Black Synthetic leather; Water drainage: 
Floor; Clic clac: Gold Plated; Overflow Valve: Gold Plated

The Darian Bathtub draws inspiration from the power of the shield and sphere of 
protection, as well as the dynamic from its irregular shape. Precise knowledge of 
production techniques and materials, each with different specialties, from metal-work 
to upholstery. It features a cluster of gold plated brass asymmetrical bars enveloping a 
black leather structure, that results in a blend of artful and stout personality.

DARIAN
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FREESTANDING
DIMENSIONS: D 45 cm ; 17.72 in | H 6 cm ; 33.86 in
MATERIALS:Nero marquina marble, gold plated brass, black synthetic leather

The Darian Freestanding draws inspiration from the power of the shield and sphere 
of protection, as well as the dynamic from its irregular shape. Precise knowledge of 
production techniques and materials, each with different specialties, from metal-work 
to stone carving and upholstery. It features a cluster of gold plated brass asymmetrical 
bars enveloping a black leather structure ending with a Nero Marquina marble sink, 
that results in a blend of artful and stout personality.  

DARIAN
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TOWEL RACK
DIMENSIONS: W 50cm ; 19.68 in | D 20 cm ; 7.87 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS:Brass, wood and leather.

The Darian Towel Rack is a luxurious round towel holder, imponent and lavish. 
Resonates elegance in its luxurious silhouette with the composed blend of Black Matte 
Synthetic Leather, involved with fine gold plated brass detailing. This luxury item adapts 
perfectly to any modern or contemporary ambiance or style.

DARIAN
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MIRROR
DIMENSIONS: W 100 cm ; 39.37 in | D 8 cm ; 3.15 in | H 135 cm ; 53.15 in
MATERIALS:Flat Mirror; Structure: Polished Brass; Centre bar: Nero Marquina marble

Shield is a round mirror made entirely from mirror, polished brass and a Nero Marquina 
marble bar. Inspired in the most ancient and valuable armor, the Shield of Achilles, 
we re-designed the Shield Mirror, meaning of protection and security. Decorative yet 
practical, you will have a divine mirror just for you.

SHIELD
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MIRROR
DIMENSIONS:W 100 cm ; 39.37 in | D 8 cm ; 3.15 in | H 210 cm ; 82.68 in
MATERIALS:Brass, mirror and marble.

Shield is a oval mirror made entirely from mirror, polished brass and a Nero Marquina 
marble bar. Inspired in the most ancient and valuable armor, the Shield of Achilles, 
we re-designed the Shield Mirror, meaning of protection and security. Decorative yet 
practical, you will have a divine mirror just for you.

SHIELD OVAL
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GAIA
DINING CHAIR
DIMENSIONS:  W 57 cm ; 22.44 in | D 55 cm ; 21.65 in | H 80 cm ; 31.50 in | Seat H 
47 cm ; 18.5 in
MATERIALS: Fabric BB; Darien XXI 09 | Legs:  Fully Upholstery

In Greek mythology, Gaia is the Earth personification. She is the ancestral mother of 
all life, the skeleton that holds us all together and protects our heart and lungs. Like 
her, the Gaia dining chair embodies this skeleton personification, bringing nature’s 
backbone into your home. It is fully upholstered in BB Darien XXI - Colour 9, making it 
the perfect chair to fit your dining room.
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WALES II
SOFA
DIMENSIONS: W 320 cm ; 125.98 in | D 100 cm ; 39.37 in | H 80 cm ; 31.50 in | Seat 
H 42 cm ; 16.54 in | Seat D 61 cm ; 20.02 in | Armrest H 63 cm; 24.80 in
MATERIALS: Fabric BB Moss XXX 121 | Nails: Aged gold

Often called the “Land of Castles”, Wales has some of the most impressive monuments 
of the Middle Ages. WALES Sofa pays tribute to the country’s history.
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WALES
BENCH
DIMENSIONS: W 140 cm ; 55.12 in | D 40 cm ; 15.75 in | H 42 cm ; 16.54 in
MATERIALS: Fabric BB Moss XXXI 19510 | Footer: Brushed Aged Brass Matte

Often called the “Land of Castles”, Wales has some of the most impressive monuments 
of the Middle Ages. WALES Bench pays tribute to the country’s history.
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WALES
BED
DIMENSIONS:  W 200 cm ; 78.74 in | D 240 cm ; 94.49 in | H 110 cm | 43.31 in
MATERIALS:  Fabric BB  Moss XXXI 19510 | Footer: BB MOSS XXXI 19510 | Nails: 
Aged Gold

Often called the “Land of Castles”, Wales has some of the most impressive monuments 
of the Middle Ages. WALES Sofa pays tribute to the country’s history.
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NAICCA
PLAFONIER
DIMENSIONS: Diam. 80 cm ; 31.49 in | H 18 cm ; 7.09 in
MATERIALS: Handpainted Faux-Marble

The allure of Mexico’s Giant Crystal Cave was the inspiration for NAICCA Plafonier, a 
round chandelier that represents the legend of crystal origins. The aged brushed brass 
structure and the Quartz crystal diffuser merge together to brighten any home decor, 
filling the room with a strong yet peaceful atmosphere.
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KAROO SWIVEL
BAR CHAIR
DIMENSIONS:  W 52 cm ; 20.47 in | D 55 cm ; 21.65 in | H 95.5 cm ; 37.60 in | Seat H 
75 cm ; 29.53 in | Seat D 40 cm ; 15.75 in | Armrest H 95 cm ; 37.4 in
MATERIALS: Fabric: BB Moss X - Colour 8 | Base Brushed Aged Brass Matte

A semi-desert area in South Africa was the perfect environment to be the inspiration 
behind KAROO Bar Chair. With a unique chair design, this stool is sure to impress in any 
bar design style.
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MECCA II
SIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: D 60 cm  ; 23.6 in | H 60 cm ; 23.6 in
MATERIALS: BASE Matte brass | TOP Forest green Marble

Mosques are not only places for the spiritual cult and also majestic architectural works. 
MECCA Side Table features a top in forest green marble and a structure in matte brass 
that resemble the architectural heritage from the mosques. This round side table will 
enhance any modern interior design.
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KOI II
SIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: D 60 cm  ; 23.6 in | H 60 cm ; 23.6 in
MATERIALS: BASE Brushed aged brass matte | TOP Forest green marble

Koi Carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated by its decorative 
purposes, not only in water gardens but also in Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in 
tattoos. Its natural colour mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the KOI side 
table with a table top in forest green marble and a base in brushed aged brass matte. 
The KOI scales from the sides of the tables shine and reflect - on its brass surface - the 
sun caught throughout the clear water.
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ARDARA
CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS: W 160 cm ; 63 in | D 40 cm ; 15.7 in | H 90 cm ; 35.4 in
MATERIALS: Handpainted Faux-Marble

Dolmens are ancient stone monuments from the Neolithic period. These unique 
structures were the inspiration behind the ARDARA Console Table. With a finish in gold 
leaf with a gloss varnish, this console table will give a unique twist to any interior design.
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LALLAN
CENTER TABLE
DIMENSIONS: W 120 cm ; 47.2 in | D 90 cm ; 35.4 in | H 37 cm ; 14.6 in
MATERIALS: Base: Smoked Frisé Eucalyptus Glossy Wood Veneer |Top: Frassino Artico 
Glossy Wood Veneer Metallic |Structure 1: Polished Brass Glossy Metallic | Structure 2: 
Brushed Aged Brass Glossy

The Lowlands of Scotland are called Lallans, also designating the integration, 
blending, and the combination of some Scots dialects. LALLAN Rectangular center 
Table combines four different materials and finishes. All these components cross and 
integrate harmoniously, despite their asymmetry, to create LALLAN.
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SEQUOIA
CENTER TABLE
DIMENSIONS: W 91 cm ; 35.8 in | D 94 cm ; 37 in | H 36 cm ; 14.2 in
MATERIALS: Base: Liquid Metal | Top: Rainforest Marble

Sequoia is one of the largest and tallest trees in the world that grows in California. Just 
like it, SEQUOIA Center Table is a force of Nature. This coffee table proves the beauty 
of the action of time.
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AGRA III
DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: W 110 cm ; 43.30 in | D 280 cm ; 110.23 in | H 75 cm ; 29.52 in
MATERIALS: Top: Forest Green Marble | Lower Plate: Gold Plated Brass Glossy | Base: 
Black Glossy Lacquer | Upper Rim: Gold Plated Brass Glossy

Agra is the modest setting of one the most famous and most celebrated monuments in 
world, the Taj Mahal, also known as the marble mausoleum. AGRA Rectangle Dining Table II 
just like Taj Mahal, is an impressive display of craftsmanship and elegance. Its delicate work 
of the robust white stone softens the imposing structure, while touches of brass reflect 
golden warm tones to the polished surface.
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AMIK
TABLE LAMP
DIMENSIONS: D 45 cm ; 17.7 in | H 96 cm ; 37.8 in
MATERIALS: Structure: Fiberglass lacquer with polished brass plates on top and 
bottom | Abat-Jour: Satin fabric

Ojibwe is an indigenous language spoken by Canadian Natives and is rich in exquisite 
terms. Like amik, the word for beaver. AMIK Table Light reminds of a lacquered piece 
of wood scooped by beaver teeth. This unique accent lamp fits perfectly as a bedside 
table light or as living room lighting.
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ESSEX
ARMCHAIR
DIMENSIONS: W 107 cm ; 42.1 in | D 107 cm ; 42.1 in | H 82 cm ; 32.3 in
MATERIALS: Fabric Cotton Velvet  BB MOSS I - Colour 5 | Base Aged brass matte. 
Swivel system.

Metamorphosis is the transformation process from caterpillar to butterfly. It inspired 
the creation of ESSEX Swivel Chair. This barrel chair is upholstered in velvet and has a 
base in aged brass matte that adds charisma. It will add refined elegance to any living 
room set that only velvet chairs are capable of.
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SIKA
ARMCHAIR
DIMENSIONS: W 80 cm ; 31.5 in | D 80 cm ; 31.5 in | H 112 cm ; 44.1 in
MATERIALS: FABRIC Synthetic leather BB LERIDA IV - Colour 2 | LEGS In black glossy 
lacquered | NAILS In gold polished.

Sika is a deer specimen rooted in Japan whose strength and elegance inspired SIKA 
Armchair. The most distinctive features of this wing chair are the button detailing on 
the inner back, the nailhead trim and the brass details of the arms. That is why SIKA 
high-back chair fits a strong living room set. 
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BOURBON
DINING CHAIR
DIMENSIONS: W 58 cm | 22.8 in D 61 cm | 24 in | H 76 cm | 29.9 in
MATERIALS: FABRIC Cotton velvet  BB MOSS I - Colour 30
LEGS In ash with walnut stain matte varnish and aged brass details.

With origins in France, the House of Bourbon was a dynasty known for its class and 
splendour. BOURBON Dining Chair embodies this grandeur through its button-tufted 
inner back, rich cotton velvet and ash with walnut stain legs. This fabric chair makes up 
any refined dining room design.
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AGRA
COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: D 70 cm ; 27.6 in | H 78 cm ; 30.7 in
MATERIALS: Estremoz marble with polished gold details

Agra is the modest setting of one of the most famous monuments in the world, Taj Mahal, 
also known as the marble mausoleum. Just like it, AGRA Coffee Table is an impressive 
display of craftsmanship and elegance. Made of Estremoz Marble and with polished brass 
details, this round coffee table is the perfect addition to complete a dining room, and it 
also elegant enough to have in a bedroom to serve as a breakfast table.
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VELLUM XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 20,6 cm ; 8.11 in | D 11 cm ; 4.33 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS: Outside: Brushed aged hammered brass glossy; Inside: Polished 
hammered brass glossy

In ancient manuscripts, messages were written on vellum, a fine and translucent material. 
Every story you create in your home will be highlighted by the warmth of VELLUM XL 
Wall Light. It features a 1.2 meters / 47 inches long body in glossy hammered aged brass 
outside and glossy hammered polished brass inside. VELLUM XL Wall Light is part of the 
VELLUM Lighting collection, ranging from table light, floor light to suspension light and 
wall light, so you can decorate any room with this amazing lighting family. 
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AURUM XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 21 cm ; 8.27 in | D 9 cm ; 3.54 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS: Polished hammered brass matte

Aurum is the Latin word for gold. This imposing metal also named a contemporary 
lighting piece made of matte hammered brass in a 1.2 meters / 47 inches long wall light 
option. With a unique design, AURUM XL Wall Light will bring comfort in the darkest 
nights with its warm yet sensitive light. This wall light is part of the AURUM Lighting 
Collection that includes also another wall light and suspension lights in different shapes 
and sizes.
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SAKI XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 19 cm ; 7.48 in | D 13 cm ; 5.12 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Located in Japan, Sakishima Islands are part of the Ryukyu Islands chain. SAKI XL Wall 
Light is a tribute to this unforgettable island group. This gold-plated brass sconce is a 
remarkable lighting product that will create a warm and cosy modern interior design 
with an exotic touch. The XL version of the SAKI Wall Light, 1.2 meters / 47 inches long, 
is the new addition to SAKI collection that ranges from wall lights, pendant light and 
suspension light.
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CYRUS DOUBLE I
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 18 cm ; 7.09 in | D 11,5 cm ; 4.53 in | H 60 cm ; 23.62 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Cyrus was the brave Persian king that conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder was the 
document that proves it. CYRUS Double I Wall Light was inspired by the freedom and 
the vast culture of the Persian civilisation. This Wall Light is part of the CYRUS lighting 
collection that includes some of BRABBU best sellers and most wanted lighting products, 
ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a touch of fierceness to any 
room with this simple and exquisite lighting collection.
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CYRUS DOUBLE II
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 18 cm ; 7.09 in | D 11,5 cm ; 4.53 in | H 60 cm ; 23.62 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Cyrus was the brave Persian king that conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder was the 
document that proves it. CYRUS Double II Light was inspired by the freedom and the 
vast culture of the Persian civilisation. This Wall Light is part of the CYRUS lighting 
collection that includes some of BRABBU best sellers and most wanted lighting products, 
ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a touch of fierceness to any 
room with this simple and exquisite lighting collection.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/cyrus/wall-light/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=Maisonvalentina-novidades&utm_campaign=newproducts
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CYRUS XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 9 cm ; 3.54 in | D 11,5 cm ; 4.53 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Cyrus was the brave Persian king that conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder was the 
document that proves it. CYRUS XL Wall Light was inspired by the freedom and the vast 
culture of the Persian civilisation. This 1.2 meters / 47 inches long wall light is part of the 
CYRUS lighting collection that includes some of BRABBU best sellers and most wanted 
lighting products, ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a touch of 
fierceness to any room with this simple and exquisite lighting collection.
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CYRUS DOUBLE I XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: W 18 cm ; 7.09 in | D 11,5 cm ; 4.53 in | H 120 cm ; 47.24 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Cyrus was the brave Persian king that conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder was the 
document that proves it. CYRUS Double I XL Wall Light was inspired by the freedom 
and the vast culture of the Persian civilisation. This 1.2 meters / 47 inches long wall light 
is part of the CYRUS lighting collection that includes some of BRABBU best sellers and 
most wanted lighting products, ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a 
touch of fierceness to any room with this simple and exquisite lighting collection.
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CYRUS DOUBLE II XL
WALL LIGHT
DIMENSIONS: D 70 cm ; 27.6 in | H 78 cm ; 30.7 in
MATERIALS: Gold plated brass glossy

Cyrus was the brave Persian king that conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder was the 
document that proves it. CYRUS Double II XL Light was inspired by the freedom and the 
vast culture of the Persian civilisation. This 1.2 meters / 47 inches long wall light is part 
of the CYRUS lighting collection that includes some of BRABBU best sellers and most 
wanted lighting products, ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a 
touch of fierceness to any room with this simple and exquisite lighting collection.
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BRYCE I
CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS: W 160 cm ; 62.99 in | D 40 cm ; 15.75 in | H 90 cm ; 35.43 in
MATERIALS: Body: fibreglass;  Finishes: high gloss black lacquer, high gloss golden leaf

Bryce is a giant natural amphitheatre caused by erosion through the Paunsaugnt Plateau. 
The BRYCE I Console pays tribute to this plateau through its unique design in high gloss 
black lacquer and glossy gold leaf. It is a plus to any home entryway or even as a plus in 
the living or dining room.
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BRYCE II
CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS: W 160 cm ; 62.99 in | D 40 cm ; 15.75 in | H 90 cm ; 35.43 in
MATERIALS: Body: fibreglass;  Finishes: high gloss black lacquer, high gloss golden leaf

Bryce is a giant natural amphitheatre caused by erosion through the Paunsaugnt Plateau. 
The BRYCE II Console pays tribute to this plateau through its unique design in high gloss 
black lacquer and glossy gold leaf. It is a plus to any home entryway or even as a plus in 
the living room or dining room.
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GOROKA
CENTER TABLE
DIMENSIONS: D 115 cm ; 45.28 in | H 40 cm ; 15.75 in
MATERIALS: BASE Glossy black lacquer ; TOP smoked glass

The Goroka tribe is known for its dazzling explosion of colour and feathers as a way to 
impress the enemy. GOROKA Centre Table takes inspiration from this tribe located in 
Papua New Guinea. It is coated in a glossy black lacquer making it a memorable centre 
table to place in any interior design.
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COLOSSEUM
CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS:  W 160 cm ; 63 in | D 30 cm ;  11.8 in | H 90 cm ; 35.4 in
MATERIALS: Structure in red lacquer with translucent black with gloss varnish

The Roman Colosseum or Coliseum is one of the new Seven Wonders of the World. 
Inspired by its empowering presence, COLOSSEUM Console Table was created. Made 
with glossy black faux-marble painting, this modern console table will help you bring the 
most enduring Italian icon to any home decor.
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